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Abstract

The updraft speed is correlated to the total lightning flashes a storm produces. Shear along updraft gradients is one of the

mechanisms responsible for the production of turbulence kinetic energy (TKE). Thus, the radar-estimated eddy dissipation

rate (EDR) overlapped with Lightning Mapping Array (LMA) data is used to evaluate the storm’s kinematic and electrical

relationship. The majority of the flashes sampled shows highly turbulent regions involved in lightning initiation with more

breakdown processes associated with smaller flashes. As the distance from flash initiation increases, there is a gradient to less

turbulent regions favoring larger flashes propagation. We also identified small- and medium-sized flashes initiated at lower

altitudes in regions of smaller EDR values, consistent with the unmixed flow within inner part of updrafts and a concentration

of small flashes initiated in the upper portion of the cloud in high EDR values due to their associated small scale variability.
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Key Points:5

• A gradient of small flash in highly turbulent regions to larger flashes in less tur-6

bulent regions is observed.7

• The upper limit in turbulence intensity permitted for flash propagation in a re-8

gion varied with the distance from flash initiation.9

• A lower bound on turbulence intensity for flash initiation was not clear as small10

values close to initiation were noted in low altitudes.11
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Abstract12

The updraft speed is correlated to the total lightning flashes a storm produces. Shear13

along updraft gradients is one of the mechanisms responsible for the production of tur-14

bulence kinetic energy (TKE). Thus, the radar-estimated eddy dissipation rate (EDR)15

overlapped with Lightning Mapping Array (LMA) data is used to evaluate the storm’s16

kinematic and electrical relationship. The majority of the flashes sampled shows highly17

turbulent regions involved in lightning initiation with more breakdown processes asso-18

ciated with smaller flashes. As the distance from flash initiation increases, there is a gra-19

dient to less turbulent regions favoring larger flashes propagation. We also identified small-20

and medium-sized flashes initiated at lower altitudes in regions of smaller EDR values,21

consistent with the unmixed flow within inner part of updrafts and a concentration of22

small flashes initiated in the upper portion of the cloud in high EDR values due to their23

associated small scale variability.24

Plain Language Summary25

The strength of the rising current within a thundercloud correlates with the inten-26

sity of turbulence production and the amount of lightning flash incidence. In this study,27

we evaluate the turbulence intensity in different parts along lightning flashes propaga-28

tion. The results show that turbulence intensity is higher in locations closer to the light-29

ning initiation and decreases as the distance from lightning initiation increases. How-30

ever, there’s also presence of lower intensity turbulence close to lightning initiation. There-31

fore, the results suggest a range of turbulence intensity favorable for lightning propaga-32

tion and a minimum threshold for lightning initiation.33

1 Introduction34

Turbulence in thunderclouds acts on a continuum of scales (Bryan et al., 2003) and35

can be produced by distinct mechanisms. At large scales of about 10 km, turbulence pro-36

duction by buoyancy is responsible for the energy input in the system through thermals37

of up to 2 km in radius (Hernandez-Deckers & Sherwood, 2016) and their aggregation38

into the storm-scale updraft. In intermediate scales of tens of meters to a few km, tur-39

bulence is relevant for entrainment processes that may affect the vertical motion. On the40

smallest scales turbulence influences hydrometeor processes such as collision, coalescence41

and collection (Devenish et al., 2012). Characterizing the flow motion is intrinsically chal-42

lenging due to the variety of instruments and methods required to account for processes43

acting across a large range of scales.44

Turbulent convective motions occur simultaneously with the development of elec-45

tric fields in thunderstorms, and their coupling has long been discussed (Colgate, 1967).46

Rebounding collisions between graupel particles and ice crystals with different masses47

and inertia is the main charge separation mechanism in thunderstorms, and is known48

as non-inductive relative-growth rate electrification mechanism (Saunders, 2008), which49

is determined by ambient temperature, cloud water content, rime accretion rate, and droplet50

size (Takahashi, 1978; Saunders & Brooks, 1992; Takahashi & Miyawaki, 2002). After51

sedimentation of the hydrometeors, a layered tripole model of charge distribution is ex-52

pected (Williams et al., 1989). It contains an upper positive charge region of ice crys-53

tals, a main negative charge region of graupel and ice crystals, and a lower positive charge54

region of graupel. However, charge distributions are observed to become more complex55

than this in general (Stolzenburg et al., 1998; Bruning et al., 2010; Calhoun et al., 2013).56

At large scales, the effectiveness of the non-inductive charging mechanism is sup-57

ported by an updraft of about 5 m s−1 or more in the mixed phase region (0 ◦C to -4058

◦C) of the cloud (Deierling & Petersen, 2008). Deierling and Petersen (2008) established59

a correlation between total lightning activity and updraft volume for different storm types.60
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Higher updraft speeds were capable of producing more hydrometeors in the mixed phase61

region, and therefore more collisions, resulting in more charge separation and lightning62

flashes. Lund et al. (2009), Bruning et al. (2010), and Calhoun et al. (2013) for exam-63

ple, also observed that stronger updrafts produced more lightning discharges. Stolzenburg64

et al. (1998) showed through statistical investigation that the center height of the main65

negative charge region increased with increasing average balloon ascent rate and updraft66

speed in Mesoscale Convective Systems (MCS) and supercells.67

Mareev and Dementyeva (2017) and Kostinskiy et al. (2020) approached lightning68

initiation by focusing on the influence of turbulence on small scales. In Mareev and De-69

mentyeva (2017), the electric field growth and enhancement due to turbulence acting on70

the charge separation mechanisms in the electrification model relied on the hydrometeor-71

scale interactions. Its contribution could enhance the already built electric field locally72

and lead to lightning initiation. Kostinskiy et al. (2020) proposed a mechanism that al-73

lowed for lightning initiation considering the role of turbulence in creating numerous small74

high “electric field volumes” in a region of a thundercloud with background electric field75

comparable to values found in observations.76

At the energy-containing end of the turbulence kinetic energy spectrum, updraft77

strength is connected to lightning activity and to eddy production. At the dissipative78

end, the influence of small eddies in hydrometeor interactions support electrification pro-79

cesses that clouds undergo, ultimately establishing preferred locations for lightning. To-80

gether, these relations also imply a plausible influence of turbulence on lightning in be-81

tween these two ranges. In the inertial range (Kolmogorov, 1941), we expect the eddies82

to organize the net charge depending on the amount of energy received associated with83

the updraft strength.84

Brothers et al. (2018) simulated, using a large-eddy-resolving model (125 m grid),85

the organization and evolution of different charging mechanisms that lead to the observed86

complexities in charge structure. Their results show that resolved turbulent eddies of the87

order of 1 - 2km in multicells were one of the most relevant mechanisms controlling the88

texture of the charge distribution in thunderclouds. Additionally, Bruning and MacGor-89

man (2013) showed a relationship between flash area and flash rate matching the −5
3 slope90

predicted for turbulence kinetic energy in length scales of the inertial range in thunder-91

storms. This result led them to suggest a connection between the turbulence-driven ed-92

dies and the generation of electrical energy in the storm by convection. However, the lack93

of kinematic data for the storms analyzed prevented them from further exploring their94

hypothesis.95

Combined kinematic and electrical observations are needed to assess the role tur-96

bulent, eddy-scale motions play in organizing charge. Consistent with prior studies, we97

hypothesize that turbulent regions favor more flash initiation and smaller lightning flashes,98

while less turbulence is found in regions of flash propagation. Prior studies did not ad-99

dress whether more extensive flashes are ever permitted in regions of greater turbulence,100

or if small flashes take place in regions of low turbulence. Thus, the goal of this study101

is to analyze observational data that supports the coupling between kinematic and elec-102

trical characteristics of storms in the inertial range that have not previously been well-103

observed, expanding the relationship proposed by Bruning and MacGorman (2013).104

2 Data and Methodology105

2.1 Data Set106

The thunderstorms investigated are part of the Kinematic Texture and Lightning107

(KTaL) field experiment dataset (see supporting information for details). The KTaL ex-108

periment was designed to quantify eddy-scale kinematics and the distribution of energy109

in the convective flow while also characterising lightning discharges in different storm modes.110
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The intensive operational period occurred across the South Plains near Lubbock, TX dur-111

ing the spring and summer of 2014, 2015, and 2016 (Supporting information, Figure S1).112

Continuous range-height indicator (RHI) scans of spectrum width, radial velocity,113

and radar reflectivity were collected every 10 s from 0.5◦ to 60◦ in elevation by the two114

Texas Tech University (TTU) mobile Ka-band radars (Hirth et al., 2012). Level-II re-115

flectivity data collected at the KLBB (Lubbock, Texas) site of the Weather and Surveil-116

lance Radar - 1988 Doppler (WSR-88D) (Crum & Alberty, 1993) network was used to117

characterize where the TTU Ka-band radar measurements were taken relative to the storms.118

Lightning data was collected by the West Texas Lightning Mapping Array (WTLMA)119

(Chmielewski & Bruning, 2016) that consists of 11 stations. The LMA is a system that120

detects the impulsive very high frequency (VHF) noise sources that are emitted by light-121

ning during propagation. The VHF source points are then mapped into three spatial di-122

mensions and time using time-of-arrival differences between the stations in the array, pro-123

viding the lightning channel path to an accuracy of about 10 m above the network (Rison124

et al., 1999; Thomas, 2004).125

2.2 Data Processing126

The radar and LMA data were pre-processed before further analysis. First, the VHF127

sources were grouped into flashes by LMAtools. The temporal and spatial thresholds con-128

sidered were the lmatools default of 0.15 s and 3 km, respectively, with a maximum du-129

ration of 3 s. Details of the flash sorting process are described in Fuchs et al. (2015). The130

flash initiation location (latitude, longitude, altitude) and flash area were also retrieved.131

The radar data were processed and plotted using Py-ART (Python ARM Radar132

Toolkit) package (Helmus & Collis, 2016). We evaluated the turbulence intensity by the133

magnitude of the eddy dissipation rate (EDR) and the spatial velocity derivatives. EDR134

was estimated based on reflectivity and spectrum width measurements by applying the135

Python Turbulence Detection Algorithm (PyTDA) (Lang & Guy, 2017). PyTDA is a136

re-implementation of the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Turbulence137

Detection Algorithm (NTDA) (Williams et al., 2006). In the EDR estimate, it is assumed138

that the radar illumination function is a 3D Gaussian, the reflectivity is uniform within139

the illumination volume, the energy spectrum presents an idealized shape, and turbu-140

lence is isotropic and homogeneous. The EDR estimate assumes an outer length scale141

of 500 m, and the turbulence kinetic energy spectra calculated from the radial veloci-142

ties confirmed that an inertial range was present at length scales less than 500 m.143

We calculated the spatial velocity gradient directly from the radial velocity at each144

range gate only in range and in elevation due to one azimuth restriction to provide in-145

formation about the resolved velocity variability.146

To compare the radar measurements in the radar coordinate system (elevation, az-147

imuth, range) to lightning LMA data in the geographic coordinate system (longitude,148

latitude and altitude), we transformed their coordinates to the Rotated Tangent Plane149

Coordinate System. This results in the x-axis pointing into the direction of the radar150

fixed azimuth and values on the y-axis as orthogonal distance from the RHI scan (coun-151

terclockwise). Direct transformation of the data coordinates without an objective anal-152

ysis or interpolation increases confidence in the alignment of the overlapping of lightning153

and radar data sets, and allows use of the raw data values.154

2.3 Data Coupling155

Each RHI scan from all storms (Supporting information, Table S1) was checked156

for at least one VHF source from a lightning flash during that scan. In that case, the157
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sources from the entire lightning flash were associated with that radar scan and checked158

for spatial proximity.159

At least one VHF source had to be within 100 m of the RHI scan for that scan to160

be considered as intercepted by lightning. This threshold is related to the spatial scale161

of breakdown processes. Theoretically, Colgate (1967) demonstrated based on the Kol-162

mogorov spectrum that the eddy size of 100 m is predicted for the initiation of lightning163

discharges because it has sufficient energy density to give a stress comparable to the elec-164

tric field breakdown. In observations, the electric field magnitudes exceeded the runaway165

breakdown threshold for initiating lightning in volumes with a characteristic scale of 100m166

or less (Marshall, 2005). Moreover, Edens et al. (2014) showed that leader step lengths167

at mid-and upper-levels in thunderstorms were on the order of 100 m. 62.1 % of the light-168

ning selected by this approach had a source within 20 m of the RHI plane which is less169

than the expected location error (spatial standard deviation of 34 m) within 50 km ra-170

dius of the LMA Chmielewski and Bruning (2016).171

The last requirement was that the intercepted location was in a region of good radar172

data quality. It was expected that more VHF sources would be present in more turbu-173

lent areas of the RHI scan. However, these regions can be challenging to sample since174

they often correspond to regions of hydrometeors that cause signal attenuation. The radar175

cone of silence also eliminated some regions of potential analysis. Thus, all RHI cross-176

ing points were inspected automatically and manually for consistency.177

Then, independent of the minimum source orthogonal distance within the thresh-178

old, the next steps assumed it to be zero, i.e. laying on the RHI plane. This point of in-179

terception was transformed back to the radar coordinate system to identify the closest180

range gate. This Nearest Neighbor approach rely on the radar high resolution to pro-181

duce an accurate estimate. However, estimates based on a single point can lead to an182

unrealistic analysis due to gate to gate variability. Distance-dependent weighted-average183

objective analysis was used to obtain the radar variables (spectrum width, radial veloc-184

ity, EDR, and the radial velocity derivatives in space) for the point of interception. The185

euclidean distance between the flash initiation location and the point of interception was186

also stored. When there were more than one VHF source within the threshold, the fi-187

nal distance and radar variables values were calculated also as a weighted average. The188

weights followed a Gaussian function with w(d = 0) = 1 and w(d = 100) = 10−2,189

where d is the distance from the RHI scan.190

3 Results and Discussion191

The methods identified 404 lightning flashes presented in figure 1. Figure 1 shows192

(a) EDR and (b) spatial velocity derivatives as a function of the distance between where193

the lightning flashes crossed the radar scans and each flash initiation.194

In figure 1 (b), the velocity gradient in space had a zero mean and the similar sym-195

metric distribution in the sampled locations for both terms is consistent with isotropy.196

The large spread observed in smaller flashes is associated with more variability in veloc-197

ity distribution. The magnitude of the dispersion from the mean decreases from smaller198

to larger flash areas.199

The survey of the patterns associated with flash initiation and propagation observed200

in figure 1 across each RHI scan analyzed allowed the identification of different behav-201

iors (Figure 2 and 3). The groupings of data found were: a decrease in turbulence in-202

tensity with increasing distance from flash initiation; high turbulence intensity near flash203

initiation; and low turbulence intensity near flash initiation. There were no observations204

of high turbulence intensity far from flash initiation.205
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Figure 1. Radar-measured velocity characteristics for the 404 lightning flashes intersecting

radar scans in the storms analyzed. Each point is colored by its area. Symbol size is proportional

to the initiation altitude. (a) Spectrum width-estimated EDR and (b) radial velocity derivatives

in space for the location intercepted by lightning as a function of the distance between the parent

lightning initiation point and the point of interception on the RHI scan.
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Figure 2. (a),(d),(g) Zoom delimited by the dashed line and (b),(e),(h) overview of EDR0.33

from the TTU Ka-band radar RHI scan with VHF sources within 100 m on 10 July 2015 at

(a),(b) 22:46:27 UTC and (d),(e) 22:37:35 UTC and (g),(h) on 11 July 2015 at 01:12:13 UTC.

PPI 0.5◦ of Reflectivity (dBZ) from KLBB WSR-88D closest in time to the RHI scan for (c)

22:46:33, (f) 22:37:12 and (i) 01:12:51 UTC. The black dashed circle limits the TTU Ka-band

radar range in 25 km and the black continuous line show the actual RHI scan being considered.
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Figure 3. (a),(b),(c),(d) Zoom delimited by the dashed line and (e),(f) overview of EDR0.33

from the TTU Ka-band radar RHI scan with VHF sources within 100 m on (a),(c),(e) 22 May

2016 at 22:54:18 UTC and on (b),(d),(f) 30 May 2016 at 01:06:26 UTC. PPI 0.5◦ of Reflectivity

(dBZ) from KLBB WSR-88D closest in time to the RHI scan for (g) 22 May 2016 at 22:52:21

and (h) 30 May 2016 at 01:04:06 UTC. The black dashed circle limits the TTU Ka-band radar

range in 25 km and the black continuous line show the actual RHI scan being considered.
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The thresholds for turbulence intensity were based on the EDR magnitude. The206

EDR for a well-developed cumulus cloud is typically around 0.34 (m2s−3)1/3 (Pinsky &207

Khain, 1997), so we adopted this value as upper bound of low turbulence intensity. In208

thunderstorm measurements by Istok and Doviak (1986), the cumulative probability for209

EDR exceeded 0.8(m2s−3)1/3 in 95% and 1(m2s−3)1/3 in 99% of their analyzed storm’s210

volume. We chose to classify high turbulence regions as those with a threshold above the211

95th percentile in our data, which corresponded to 0.77(m2s−3)1/3, a value consistent212

with earlier observations.213

3.1 Decrease in turbulence intensity as the distance from flash initia-214

tion increases215

In figure 1(a), there is a region of larger EDR values closer to the flash initiation216

point in the upper left corner. More production of turbulence means more eddies to dis-217

sipate and hence higher EDR values. This turbulent region is associated with more fre-218

quent flash initiations as they are predominantly smaller flashes intercepting the scan219

at higher altitudes (above 10 km) and are distributed over a wide range of high EDR val-220

ues. In the lower right corner, we have a region of low EDR values farther away from221

the flash initiation point associated with lower altitude (< 9 km) initiation. This less tur-222

bulent region seems to favor flash propagation, since it is permitted across lower EDR223

values and among larger flash areas. Overall, between these two regions on the plot, we224

can observe a gradient of flash sizes as EDR decreases and distance from flash initiation225

increases.226

From the RHI perspective, the intercepted spot in the scan changed from being mostly227

high EDR values at small distances in patchy areas (Figure 2 a - c) to low EDR values228

in more homogeneous regions at large distances (Figure 2 g - i). As EDR values decreased229

there was also a decrease in lightning initiation altitude, which is consistent with larger230

scale, resolved, turbulence dominating around cloud base whereas the small-scale, un-231

resolved, turbulence dominates around cloud top (Fang et al., 2014).232

In figure 1(a), there were no flashes below and to the left of the line connecting EDR233

= 0.2 at zero distance and EDR = 0.0 at 5 km distance, which may indicate that there234

is a lower bound on the velocity variability required for flash initiation.235

Calhoun et al. (2013) reported a distinct difference in the frequency and size of flashes236

as the distance from the turbulent updraft core increased, as is also consistent with our237

results. Lightning that initiated in or near the main updraft in the storm core had a smaller238

flash area. Lightning in the anvil frequently spanned a greater horizontal extent. In our239

results, the same gradient from small to large flashes was observed as the distance from240

flash initiation increased and the EDR value associated with the lightning propagation241

where it crossed the scan decreased. That pattern parallels how the higher EDR in the242

updraft decreases when moving towards the anvil.243

3.2 High turbulence intensity near flash initiation244

The flashes initiating closest to the largest turbulence are worth closer examina-245

tion. We identified a broad region of high EDR values near the initiation of small flash246

areas with mean initiation altitude of 11.7 km (±1.5 km) (Figure 3 a,c,e,g). The RHI247

scans on figure 3 a,c,e,g showed more finely structured regions of EDR at upper levels248

consistent with spatial electrical inhomogeneity provided by smaller pockets of charge249

(Brothers et al., 2018).250

The presence of large EDR values in the upper region of thunderstorms has been251

previously documented via large spectrum width measurements (Istok, 1981; Knupp &252

Cotton, 1982; Istok & Doviak, 1986). An explanation for the concentration of small flashes253

in regions of large EDR values in the upper portion of the cloud could be similar to the254
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lightning behaviour documented by (Calhoun et al., 2014). In their study, an updraft255

surge produced a charge structure consisting of an upper-level negative charge above 11256

km above a mid-level positive charge, with lightning in the main updraft region limited257

to higher altitudes as in this case. Most flashes were initiated at altitudes between 8 and258

11 km and the peak region of flash initiations was near 10 km due to the strong updraft259

(Calhoun et al., 2014). The majority of the high variability in velocity for small flashes260

comes from events with similar properties (Figure 3 a,c,e,g) in our data.261

Our observations of more turbulence and lightning at higher levels are consistent262

with the presence of strong updraft producing the turbulence. Regions of higher verti-263

cal velocity variability observed with radar appear to be near the cloud top where en-264

trainment processes are most active (Kollias et al., 2001). The folding process by adja-265

cent turbulent eddies can move charge from screening layers into the cloud. The repe-266

tition of this process and the resultant deformation can increase locally and instanta-267

neously the charge density (Colgate, 1967). Any lightning activity close to the upper cloud268

boundary could indicate an interaction of the screening layer charge with the charge pro-269

duced and advected by the updraft (Calhoun et al., 2013). However, deeper in the storm270

it is more likely that microphysically generated net storm charge is being folded, as would271

be necessary to explain the small flashes in the lightning bubbles observed by Yoshida272

et al. (2017).273

In narrow areas between updrafts and downdrafts, the spectrum width increases274

substantially due to high values of vertical velocity shear across the horizontal dimen-275

sion. This transition is sharp and can occur within the narrow horizontal dimension of276

the radar beam and during the short sampling period as the cloud advects through the277

radar sampling volume (Kollias et al., 2001). In Kollias et al. (2001), the highest spec-278

trum widths were observed along the updraft–downdraft interfaces, where the broaden-279

ing of the spectra was suggested to be due to sharp horizontal gradients in the vertical280

wind or turbulence generated by this shear. Fang et al. (2014) also identified high EDR281

values on the top and edges of the updraft surrounding lower EDR areas. However, it282

was suggested that the larger EDR values at the edges of the updraft were due to the283

horizontal shear of the vertical wind instead of turbulence. The boundaries of strong up-284

drafts and downdrafts were associated with large values of the variance in Battan (1980).285

The explanation that shear is a large contributor to the final spectrum width value286

requires that some of the largest EDR values are due to anisotropic eddies. Also, eddies287

are limited by the upper boundary of the cloud, which introduces anisotropy that could288

have led to the presence of small pockets of high EDR. In this case, the EDR estimate289

would happen at the energy-containing range instead of happening at the inertial range.290

So, high EDR values would be an overestimation of EDR due to inclusion of variance291

from eddy sizes that do not fit our assumptions. In such cases, the spectrum-width-derived292

EDR can be larger than the constant EDR we expect in the inertial range. Regardless,293

the presence of higher velocity variability by any mechanism is consistent with the idea294

that motions of charged hydrometeors are more complex and less layered.295

Lightning flashes propagated up to 10 km through highly turbulent regions (high296

EDR values and velocity gradient magnitude) in a few cases (Figure 1), though as the297

distance from initiation increases, the flashes are larger and at lower altitudes. These flashes298

may be propagating through TKE produced by the updraft and advected downwind while299

it cascades to smaller (inertial range) scales.300

The methodology and analysis do not assume anything about the distribution of301

turbulence intensity between the flash initiation point and the interception location on302

the RHI scan. However, the absence of points in the upper right portion of figure 1 (a)303

indicates that high EDR values also appear to limit the propagation of lightning flashes304

beyond a certain distance. As propagation distance increases, the maximum allowed EDR305

decreases as lower altitude initiations are observed.306
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3.3 Low turbulence intensity near flash initiation307

Low EDR values and velocity variability at small distances were found to be as-308

sociated with small and medium flash areas and lower altitude initiation (Figure 1). The309

flashes selected propagated through regions where less turbulent energy was being dis-310

sipated in proximity to the flash initiation points, as seen by less variability and smaller311

magnitudes of EDR along and across the radar beams (Figure 3 b,d,f,h).312

Kollias et al. (2001) found low spectrum widths in the updraft interior for fair-weather313

cumulus clouds with updrafts of 5.5 − 6.0ms−1 , where a less turbulent flow was as-314

sociated with relatively small horizontal variability of vertical air motions and a grad-315

ual accelerating motion in the vertical. Fang et al. (2014) also observed a region of low316

EDR values in the updraft core associated with a more laminar flow in continental stra-317

tocumulus clouds.318

The unmixed updraft core is less affected by wind shear or droplet size distribu-319

tion broadening. Thus, the spectrum width in the unmixed updraft is mainly due to tur-320

bulence (Kollias et al., 2001). Even though these studies are for non-precipitating clouds,321

their results explain our observations we infer to be in the inner lower part of the up-322

draft region. A common observation through many studies was that the intensity of tur-323

bulence increases with height in the cloud (Knupp & Cotton, 1982; Istok & Doviak, 1986)324

Since stratiform regions are associated with less turbulence and smaller vertical ve-325

locities, flash initiation in those regions that produce positive polarity ground strikes (Lang326

et al., 2004) would also be expected in this category — a topic worth investigation in327

future studies.328

4 Concluding Remarks329

To improve lightning predictability in storms, it is important to recognize and un-330

derstand the effect of thunderstorm kinematics on lightning initiation and propagation,331

including any characteristics that vary as a function of the flash size scale. To include332

the smallest flashes, we analyzed the electrical and kinematic connection at scales within333

the thunderstorm’s inertial range.334

By assessing the kinematic properties of regions through which lightning propa-335

gated, and the distance to each flash’s initiation, the observations confirmed our hypoth-336

esis that, for the majority of the flashes during the radar sampling, greater turbulence337

intensity was correlated with smaller distance from initiation of smaller flashes. As the338

distance from flash initiation increased, moving away from the regions where the input339

of kinetic energy leading to turbulence was happening (i.e., the updraft), there was a gra-340

dient toward less turbulent regions favoring propagation of larger flashes.341

Furthermore, the analysis distinguished other turbulence-lightning relationships in342

specific regions of the storm. The classification based on EDR assigned to a particular343

observation what storm structures led to the observed EDR pattern. In the regions we344

inferred as updraft regions, we identified two contrasting behaviors.345

First, flashes initiated at lower altitudes were in regions of smaller EDR values. These346

locations are plausible within the lower, inner part of updrafts that are associated with347

unmixed flow and hence present low EDR values. This category included small- and medium-348

sized flashes from the dataset. The absence of flashes initiating nearby at low EDR val-349

ues suggests there may be a lower bound on turbulence intensity for lightning initiation.350

Second, smaller flashes initiated at higher altitudes in the cloud in high EDR val-351

ues. Upper regions of the cloud have the strongest updrafts, consistent with high EDR352

values due to energetic small scale variability associated with a great input of energy,353
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entrainment, and the sharp transition to downdraft. Such conditions are favorable to a354

concentration of small flashes at high altitudes.355

Finally, the lack of flash propagation through highly turbulent regions suggests a356

range of turbulence intensity permitted for lightning propagation that varies with dis-357

tance from its initiation location. There appears to be an upper bound on the allowable358

turbulence that permits propagation, with that upper bound decreasing with propaga-359

tion distance.360

These data are further evidence that there is a strong coupling between hydrom-361

eteor transport on the scale of turbulent eddies in thunderstorms, and the distribution362

of the electrostatic conditions associated with lightning initiation and propagation.363
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Figure S1. Spatial distribution of the WTLMA stations, KLBB WSR-88D, TTU Ka-band

radar deployments and their radius of data acquisition across the South Plains during the KTaL

experiment. Lubbock county is highlighted in red.

Table S1. Summary of the storms analyzed.

Date Interval Considered* (UTC) Predominant Storm Mode Life Cycle Stage

29-30 June 2015 22:23 - 00:23 Squall Line Mature - Decaying

04 July 2015 05:30 - 05:50 MCS Decaying

06-07 July 2015
22:27 - 23:08

Multicell - MCS Mature
22:44 - 01:22

10-11 July 2015
22:26 - 22:52

Multicell
Mature

01:00 - 01:12 Mature
02:20 - 02:51 Mature - Decaying

19 May 2016 04:17 - 04:26 Multicell Mature

22 May 2016 22:38 - 00:36 Multicell Developing - Mature - Decaying

30 May 2016 00:26 - 01:48 Multicell - MCS Mature - Decaying

01 June 2016 02:21 - 03:10 Multicell Decaying

15 June 2016 23:26 - 23:57 Multicell Mature
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